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In remote locations, it is difficult to obtain stream flow information because of the difficulty making sufficient dis-
charge measurements. In this study we investigate the feasibility to constrain a fluid mechanics-based flow model
for defining stream flow rating curves with remotely sensed topographic data from airborne LiDAR scanning. A
near infrared (NIR) LiDAR scan was carried out for an 8-m wide channel in northern Sweden. The topographic
information from this NIR LiDAR scan along the 90-m surveyed reach was used to define channel geometry above
the water surface. To fill in the channel bed topography below the water surface we used a detailed ground survey
to create a hybrid model for comparison to a simple assumption of a flat bottom channel. Based on the boundaries
of confidence intervals calculated from the direct measurements, we show that for the channel considered the sim-
ple flat bottom assumption performs just as well as the hybrid model with regards to estimating direct discharge
measurements. The mismatch between the two models was greatest at low flows and may be associated with unre-
solved submerged bed topography. This deficiency, while rather small, could potentially be remedied by scanning
during periods of low flow, or use other techniques such as multi-frequency bathymetric LiDAR or passive optical
remote sensing that offer alternative ways for generating the necessary topographic information.


